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ABSTRACT
Model-based approach with reusable mechanisms can serve as an effective way for complex system
architecture design. Stakeholder needs should be satisfied while product and architecture design need
to be consistent with user requirements in all stages during the whole product lifecycle. In this paper,
satellite network as an example of complex system is modeled in a reusable, reconfigurable and efficient
manner using the system modeling language (SysML) together with pattern viewpoints and simulation
constructs. Based upon abstract syntax described using metamodels and a set of profiles, concept reusability
is established for the specific domain. Additionally a reusable modeling framework is developed with
tailored design patterns and multiple viewpoints. Analysis metamodel, profile and interface are further
presented to preserve reusability during iterations among multiple optimization rounds. A novel satellite
network simulation model is formulated and multi-objective optimization is solved by transformation under
practical application scenarios. A set of metrics are designed to assess and validate the models. Results show
that the proposed reusable model has viewpoint coverage of more than 80 percent compared to a half for the
baseline OOSEM model. The proposed model thus covers the pattern viewpoints and ontologies in a wider
and more frequent way and is more efficient. Design choices made based on the model can be incorporated
into this mechanism which is extensible along the system lifespan.

INDEX TERMS Reusability, satellite network, domain specific model, pattern viewpoint, simulation,
multi-objective optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

SATELLITE and system architecture design should satis-
fy requirements derived from stakeholder needs during

the whole spacecraft lifecycle. During each stage, specific
modeling and simulation tools are applied to solve design
problems in every discipline. Although understandable, it is
inefficient to employ either a traditional text-based system
engineering approach or simply piling-up of models, which
will be very difficult to maintain when more system details
are needed or requirements are modified. In this context, a
holistic approach to support reusability of model transitions
over phases is needed to maintain consistency of the satellite
network modeling and simulation framework.

Reusable models should allow extensions and tailoring of

the model when new needs arise. The extension should be
based upon an inherent set of concepts defined with domain
ontology. Metamodeling of the system modeling language
(SysML) [1] provides concept reusability mechanism by
allowing domain specific extensions and parameter reconfig-
uration to the language. Abstract syntax can be implemented
based on Ecore, the Eclipse-specific implementation of the
Meta Object Facility (MOF) [2].

Model developed based on the reusable concepts can
follow certain methodology, such as the INCOSE Object-
Oriented Systems Engineering Method (OOSEM) [1]. It
incorporates object-oriented methods of software into system
engineering making system architecting more extensible. A
modeling and architecture framework using the OOSEM for
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satellite communication network can be found in [3]. To
construct reusable and reconfigurable models that can be
applied at various stages of the problem and to other similar
type of problems, the idea of pattern has been introduced [4].
It states that a solution that has been useful in one context
is probably useful in others. Developed based on reusable
concepts in metamodels, these reusable models should be
designed within a unified framework to maintain consistency
during various stages of the satellite lifecycle [5].

Simulation is carried out for most of the time to assess
architecture design indeed satisfy the requirements. Reusable
mechanism should thus be extended from within the mod-
eling software to the set of multi-disciplinary simulation
software and hardware. Efforts have been made to generate
simulation code for different simulation language or envi-
ronments, such as for Arena [6], Modelica [7] and discrete
event system specification (DEVS) [8]. Additionally, simula-
tion should evaluate variants of design variables to provide
alternatives for architecture decisions. This can be realized
by multi-objective optimization with Pareto front analysis
[9]. The interaction between system architects and domain
experts [10] should thus be extended to return the multiple
architecting points to the modeling software.

Considering multi-disciplinary simulation in the satellite
network domain, [11] has set up a multi-objective opti-
mization incorporating communication capacity and satellite
energy consumption. But it considered only geostationary
earth orbit (GEO) satellite which has simpler application
scenario than low earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks. By
taking the frequently-changed topology of LEO satellites
into account, [12] investigated energy consumption as con-
straint to the maximization of system capacity in a mission-
aware topology design. But the model was not reusable for
further detailed implementation and complicated multi-step
optimization limited its use in practical scenarios. Energy-
efficient routing for LEO network was considered in [13]
with power allocation to various functions onboard the satel-
lite investigated. But it did not take the satellite-to-ground
transmission link into account, which consumes the most
energy in satellite payload.

The main contributions of this paper include:
• Domain specific language is investigated and abstract

syntax is described using metamodel for system require-
ment, function and architecture. A set of profiles, SysM-
L4SatNetSim, is developed based on the metamodels
with stereotypes utilized to add new language concepts.
Reusable concepts in satellite network domain is thus
formulated which can be used during the whole system
and product lifecycle.

• SysML model following the OOSEM procedure [3]
is reinvestigated by building up a reusable modeling
framework to take various user concerns into account.
Design patterns for system engineering and the process
modeling framework [4] are modified to establish a
simulation framework. Tailored reusable patterns are
developed with multiple viewpoints. In this way, SysML

models will have a rigorous structure which speeds up
the modeling cycle by distributing relevant patterns,
rather than a random collection of diagrams.

• Analysis metamodel and profile are developed as the
basis of simulation reusability, including constructs be-
fore, during and after simulation. In addition, multiple
architecture points and objective values (rather than a
single value for each property) are made available in
SysML, to make architecture point selection and trade-
off analysis to be carried out in the modeling software.
Reusable mechanism is preserved for iteratively sim-
ulating more complex system characteristics at subse-
quent development stages.

• A novel satellite network simulation model is presented
for the integration with multi-level SysML models. The
extended time-evolving graph (ETEG) [12] is extended
to model satellite communication network. Different
layers based on communication protocol levels are sep-
arated for identifying resource utilization. With practi-
cal application scenarios for satellite network, a multi-
objective optimization problem is formulated and solved
to provide Pareto set back to the SysML software. Con-
sumed energy, considering both user downlink [14] and
inter-satellite link [13], reflects comprehensive energy
consumption and assists architecture value updates in
the SysML model.

• The goodness of models developed are evaluated with
reasonable criteria. Model assessment is presented with
quantitative methods. A set of metrics are developed
extending the assessment in chapter 20 of [4] to reflect
viewpoint and ontology coverage compared to stan-
dard patterns. Results show that our proposed reusable
models cover the model elements in a wider and more
frequent way than the non-reusable models. Addition-
ally, the degree of requirement traceability is quantified
from SysML matrices which can be used as an effective
evaluation for large and complicated systems.

This paper is organized as follows. After a review of
related works in Section II, Section III gives an overview of
the whole reusable framework. Section IV, V, VI sequentially
present SysML-based modeling and architecture design ap-
proaches for concept reusability, model reusability and simu-
lation reusability, respectively. Multi-objective optimization
problem based on ETEG satellite network is established in
Section VII together with its connections with the SysML
models. A case study with practical application scenarios
is modeled and simulated in Section VIII where results
are compared with other works. The model assessment and
validation is presented with optimized efficiency calculation
in Section IX. The paper is concluded in Section X.

II. RELATED WORKS
The development of a complex system such as satellite
network requires the participation of a variety of engineering
disciplines and technical domains. To achieve common un-
derstanding among a diverse set of domain specific terminol-
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ogy and multiple modeling viewpoints, reference architecture
which can provide common model for all disciplines should
be applied as the system design evolves from requirement
analysis, use case and conceptual design to system function-
ality realization through software and hardware. As an early-
stage work, the Software Communications Architecture (S-
CA) [15] [16] revolutionized the modeling approach of a
communication system and has been proven to be a useful in-
frastructure. But it mainly considered software specifications
and did not provide insights into hardware. Another study
[17] was later initiated to develop an architectural specifica-
tion for satellite communication software and systems using a
model-based approach. The Integrated Communication Sys-
tem Model (ICSM) [18] developed a baseline and high-level
modeling approach for communication systems. It used a
modeling tool to describe the function, behavior, architecture
and other elements in a single paradigm.

To realize unified modeling in one single framework,
multiple object-oriented (OO) modeling languages and de-
sign tools were brought out which coalesced to the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) standard [19]. The limitations
of applying UML to system engineering is the difficulty
to realize system and software within a single modeling
paradigm. This brings the extension of UML to the sys-
tem modeling language (SysML) [20] for system modeling.
Multiple design perspectives can thus be reflected based on
a single meta-model. System decomposition, use cases and
functional blocks of a communication system model using
SysML was developed in [21].

It has been presented that reconfigurable SysML mod-
els are required to reduce expansion cost and cycle time
[22]. In this framework, SysML metamodels and profiles
are combined and applied to integrate multiple viewpoints
and maintain consistency. The mechanism developed realizes
faster design cycles and easier design information mainte-
nance. In addition, separation of concerns in the form of
multiple viewpoints is regarded as a possible way to tackle
the complexity of a problem [5]. Domain specific languages
are developed to facilitate particular sets of views. In general,
viewpoints are defined based on the problem concerned and
they establish the conventions to construct and analyze corre-
sponding views. Various types of modeling framework based
on viewpoints have been developed, such as the Zachman’s
framework [23] and the reference model for open distributed
processing in [24]. Viewpoints can also be specified through
projective approach based on principle of orthogonal view-
points [25].

Model-based approach should be incorporated with sim-
ulation for quantitative architecting decisions. Complex sys-
tem modeling with multiple stakeholders uses ad-hoc meth-
ods which have no standard structures to follow can result
in various forms of system presentation and reduce modeling
efficiency. The work in [6] developed a SysML mechanism
for model driven simulation based on profiles and create
model libraries using the language extensions. A number of
works have been done to connect SysML constructs to vari-

ous simulation software [26]. The research in [8] provided the
ability to generate simulation code for typical discrete-event
simulation software. Collaborative modeling and simulation
interface has been raised in [27] which use SysML as the
front-end for orchestrating MBSE at early system develop-
ment stage. Allowing a decision process with more degree
of freedom, Pareto front analysis for objective tradeoffs have
been employed based on SysML analysis models in [9].
Integration of mechanical domain specific simulation models
into descriptive SysML models was done in [10] to close the
gap between system architects and domain model creators.

The works of connecting SysML modeling and simulation
mentioned above have not considered multi-level design and
optimization parameters. In satellite communication network
domain, system architecture design with cross-level parame-
ters, such as capacity in network level and energy consump-
tion in sub-system level, is frequently encountered. Reusable
SysML models should be developed with tailored design-
simulation interface for supporting simulation execution.
Multi-level and multi-objective modeling and optimization
of a satellite system was investigated in [11], where pow-
er allocation (satellite platform level) and system capacity
(network level) objectives are formulated together and solved
with a two stage Pareto optimization. Antenna slewing time
[28] and onboard processing capability (component level) are
considered with an ETEG network-level model [30] to opti-
mize system capacity. Power distribution based on satellite
platform avionics are modeled together with network-level
routing in [13] to maximize satellite battery lifecycle. In addi-
tion, mission-aware network performance has been analyzed
with satellite resource utilization (subsystem level) [12] [14].
However, the works mentioned above lack a viewpoint of
satellite design optimization based on application scenarios
with reusable mechanism throughout the satellite production
lifecycle. This viewpoint aims at improving efficiency and
reconfigurability in satellite system manufacturing, which
will be investigated in this paper.

III. METHOD OVERVIEW
OOSEM-based satellite network modelling and simulation
[3] provides a complete system engineering procedure for
satellite system architecture optimization. The elements de-
veloped during this procedure can be divided into require-
ments, functions, architectures and analysis. This is illustrat-
ed in Fig. 1 as the lower left block titled with “OOSEM
Model”.

To improve efficiency and reconfigurability of the model
development, concept reusability should be considered first.
Satellite network domain specific language should be in-
vestigated. To enable reusable SysML extension to support
satellite network domain specific concepts, metamodeling as
shown at the top left of Fig. 1 should be used. There are four
steps in a typical metamodel [1]:
• Domain language formulation identifies key concepts,

relationships and constraints based on targeting applica-
tion scenarios of the specific domain.
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FIGURE 1: Method Overview.

• Abstract syntax definition describes the concepts above
with a set of well-formedness rules explaining how the
concepts can be put together. The abstract syntax is
described using a metamodel. The Meta Object Facility
(MOF) version 2.0 of the OMG standard is used to
define metamodels.

• Concrete syntax definition maps the abstract syntax con-
cepts to graphical symbols on diagrams, which visual-
izes the concepts and makes the concepts usable during
the modeling procedure.

• Semantics specification gives the meaning of the lan-
guage concepts by mapping them to concepts in the
domain. It is mostly described using natural language.

It can be seen that domain language formulation is the
foundation of the metamodeling procedure, which deter-
mines elements in the metamodel. The other three steps
provide descriptions for these elements. The model elements
obtained can thus be used for system modeling.

The next step is developing profiles in the specific appli-
cation domain of satellite network. Stereotypes are utilized to
add new language concepts, which are grouped together in
special packages called profiles. This is shown at the top of
Fig. 1 as the “Profiles” block next to the “Metamodels” block.
A stereotype is extended based on one or more metaclasses
in a reference metamodel. To choose suitable metaclasses for
a stereotype, a language designer examines characteristics of
the new concepts and looks for metaclasses which best match
the concepts.

Reusability in the domain specific language definition
stage is revealed here. As a powerful reuse mechanism,
stereotypes extended based on an abstract metaclass is equiv-
alent to those extending all the concrete metaclass specializa-
tions. In this work, metaclasses, either intrinsic or defined by
domain language designer, closest to the domain concepts are
chosen to create stereotypes. Based on this, a collection of
stereotypes in the given satellite network simulation domain
forms a profile under the name SysML4SatNetSim.

A second-stage reusable mechanism is to develop a model
framework using elements from metamodels and profiles in
the reusable concepts. As illustrated in Fig. 2, system is
abstracted by user model which are formed with a number of
views. Each view is manifested in one or more SysML dia-
grams. The user model, however, should not just be a random
collection of diagrams, but with a rigorous structure. The
structure of the model is defined by the model framework.
The views in the user model should conform to viewpoints
which are parts of the model framework.

FIGURE 2: Model Reusability and Other Elements.

The model framework provides the basis of the model by
identifying and defining a number of viewpoints representing
model structure and contents. These viewpoints can be seen
as templates of the views. During the modeling procedure,
system engineers discover that certain types of problems
occur over and over again, such as interface definition or
process behavior. Then the core of the solution to those
problems can be described in a way that the solution can
be used many times over. Therefore, the idea of a pattern
[4] has been adopted in the model framework. A pattern
has a number of viewpoints and one or more patterns are
used in a framework with intended purpose and application.
Pattern viewpoints and model libraries developed based on
them forms the model reusability mechanism as shown in the
middle blocks at the left of Fig. 1.

The third-stage, simulation reusability, is facilitated by
analysis modeling in SysML and its interaction with multi-
disciplinary simulation tools, shown as the green blocks
in Fig. 1. When simulation is required to optimize system
architecture in the model, analysis metamodels and profiles
should firstly be developed to define data exchanged before,
during and after simulation. Analysis modeling also makes
use of requirement, function and architecture models in pat-
tern viewpoints to establish relations between system design
and simulation parameters such as objectives, constraints
and design variables. These parameters, together with opti-
mization model presented in SysML, are delivered to multi-
disciplinary tools for simulation. Multi-objective optimiza-
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tion results obtained in these tools such as Pareto set and
relevant design variable values are returned to the modeling
tool. These results are further analyzed in SysML to get
suggested architecture point to update model values. Anal-
ysis models and interface between modeling and simulation
tools should be reusable in that, when more parameters are
added to reflect more complex system characteristics, system
architecting relying on model-simulation interface can easily
be extended without setting up the interface again.

IV. CONCEPT REUSABILITY: DOMAIN SPECIFIC
LANGUAGE DEFINITION
A. METAMODELING

Domain specific metamodel in this paper is developed in
EcoreTools following the MOF 2.0 rules. Satellite network
metamodel consists of requirement, function, architecture
and analysis metamodels. The first three are presented as
follows while the analysis metamodel will be discussed in
later sections.

1) Requirement Metamodel

Requirement metamodel describes methods to model system
requirements as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Requirement can be
divided into application requirement, system requirement
and operation requirement. System requirement can further
be divided into design requirement and test requirement
where the former can include function, architecture, reliabil-
ity and safety requirements. The development of a certain
requirement type depends on the problem to be solved at
hand. Architecture design and optimization is the purpose
of this research so design requirement is divided into its
sub-requirements. Others can be specified on the metamodel
already developed when other tasks are raised, which makes
the DSL reusable. Specifications of the requirements are
listed in Tab. 1.

Relationships among requirements are shown in Fig. 3 (b).
One requirement can include a few sub-requirements. System
requirement and operation requirement can be derived from
application requirement.

2) Function Metamodel

Function metamodel describes system function modeling
mechanism. As seen in Fig. 4, system function can be divided
into basic function, auxiliary function, specific function and
evolving function. Function specifications are listed in Tab.
2.

In the following discussion, functions are realized as ac-
tivities in SysML. Flow is used to deliver message between
function activities. Flow information represents the informa-
tion exchanged in the flows among functions. Flow infor-
mation contains energy flow, material flow and signal flow.
Signal flow can further be divided into wired and wireless
flows. Flow information specifications are listed in Tab. 3.

(a) Concept

(b) Relationship

FIGURE 3: Requirement Metamodel.

TABLE 1: Requirement Specifications.

MOF
Metaclass Specifications

Application
Requirement

Describes functions or measurement of effectiveness
which satellite network system users are concerned based
on application scenarios. For example, system capacity
gained or time delay spent when satellite communication
or broadcasting application scenarios happen.

System
Requirement

Requirements to be satisfied when system builders are
designing and manufacturing the system.

Operation
Requirement

Requirements to be satisfied when system operators are
using and maintaining the system after the system finishes
manufacturing.

Design
Requirement

Requirements to be satisfied when system designers are
designing the system.

Test
Requirement

Requirements to be satisfied when system is at the test
stage.

Function
Requirement Requirements for the system to have certain functions.

Architecture
Requirement

Requirements for the system to comply with certain archi-
tecture constraints.

Reliability
Requirement

Requirements for the system to perform tasks within cer-
tain time period and conditions.

Safety
Requirement

Requirements for the system to avoid harmful effects to
the product, human health and environment.
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FIGURE 4: Function Metamodel.

TABLE 2: Function Specifications.

MOF
Metaclass Specifications

Basic
Function

Common functional aspects which all communication sys-
tems should have.

Auxiliary
Function

Data transmission and processing functions following the
OSI seven-layer protocol.

Specific
Function

Special data transmission types besides bi-directional
communication. For satellite communication it can be
broadcasting from ground management and control center
(GMCC) through satellite network to user equipments
(UEs), or data collection from UEs through satellite net-
work to GMCC.

Evolving
Function

Other functions in addition to those mentioned above.
This serves as an extension mechanism for technology
advancement in the future.

TABLE 3: Flow Information Specifications.

MOF
Metaclass Specifications

Energy Flow
Energy exchanged between functions, e.g. heat or electric-
ity. Attribute Power represents the power that energy flow
consumes.

Material
Flow

Matter exchanged between functions. Attribute Physical-
Media represents the physical media that material flow
transmits in.

Signal Flow Electronic signal exchanged between functions. Attribute
BitRate represents the transmission rate of the signal.

Wireless
Flow

Wireless signal flow exchanged between functions. At-
tribute TransmissionFreq represents the communication
frequency used by the transmission.

Wired Flow
Wireless signal flow exchanged between functions. Attri-
ibute WireType represents the type of wire through which
signal is transmitted, e.g., optical fiber or copper wire.

3) Architecture Metamodel

Architecture metamodel gives system architecture modeling
methods. Satellite network system architecture is formed by
two types of elements, segment and component as shown in
Fig. 5. Segment of satellite network contains user segment,
space segment and ground segment. Component is formed
by antenna, communication processor and channel. As the
lower three layers in the OSI seven-layer protocol is con-
sidered in this paper, Communication processor is further
divided into L1RadioFreq, L1Baseband, L2DataLink and
L3Network. Tab. 4 gives the specifications of architecture
MOF metaclasses.

FIGURE 5: Architecture Metamodel.

Like functions have flows, architecture segments or com-
ponents have ports. Flow ports are available for segments
or components in a satellite network as an interface for
them to communicate with other segments or components.
Port metamodel is defined in Fig. 6. The information type
transmitted through the port is defined by its port type, which
can be divided into signal port and energy port. Signal port
can be divided into wireless signal port and wired signal port.
Port specifications are shown in Tab. 5.

FIGURE 6: Architecture Port Metamodel.
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TABLE 4: Architecture Specifications.

MOF
Metaclass Specifications

Segment Part of a satellite network system containing a number of
similar functioning objects.

User
Segment

Part of a satellite network system containing application
users.

Space
Segment

Part of a satellite network system containing satellites
forming a network which provides data transmission for
users.

Ground
Segment

Part of a satellite network system containing service man-
agement and control for all the users. It also serves as a
service and application provider.

Component Part of a satellite network system providing a specific
capability in the satellite transmission procedure.

Antenna
Part of a satellite network system which transfers com-
puter information into signal transmitted with microwave
propagation.

CommProcessorPart of a satellite network system which processes signal
according to a prespecified communication protocol.

Channel Part of a satellite network system serving as a signal
transmission media.

L1RadioFreq
A CommProcessor providing physical layer (layer one)
radio frequency processing. A satellite is known as trans-
parent forwarding if only L1RadioFreq is available.

L1Baseband

A CommProcessor providing physical layer (layer one)
baseband processing. A satellite is known to have onboard
processing if L1Baseband module is available in addition
to L1RadioFreq.

L2DataLink A CommProcessor providing data link layer (layer two)
media access and switch functions.

L3Network A CommProcessor providing network layer (layer three)
routing functions.

TABLE 5: Architecture Port Specifications.

MOF
Metaclass Specifications

Energy Port Interface to deliver energy, e.g. heat, electricity. Attribute
Power represents the power delivered through the port.

Signal Port Interface to deliver electronic signal. Attribute Transmis-
sionRate represents the transmission rate of the signal.

Wireless
Port Interface to deliver signal wirelessly.

Wired Port Interface to deliver signal with wire.

Ports are related to architecture elements in Fig. 7. Seg-
ment is composed of instances of specific components. Both
segment and component should be connected by ports.

B. PROFILE

The profile SysML4SatNetSim has four sub-profiles corre-
sponding to the metamodels, which are requirement model-
ing profile, function modeling profile, architecture modeling
profile and analysis modeling profile. Model elements in
the traceability metamodel can reuse those in the language
itself and thus do not need to be extended. Profiles and
their relationships are illustrated in Fig. 8. Analysis profile
will be presented later in the section considering simulation
reusability.

FIGURE 7: Architecture Block and Port Relationships.

FIGURE 8: SysML4SatNetSim Profile.

1) Requirement Profile

Metaclasses in the requirement metamodel has the highest
semantic similarity with the Requirement stereotype, based
on which the requirement is extended. In addition, derivation
between requirements can reuse the derivedReqt relationship
in SysML. Requirement profile is shown in Fig. 9.

FIGURE 9: Requirement Profile.

2) Function Profile

Derived from metamodeling concepts, function profile is
composed of three parts: functions and their subclasses rep-
resenting various types of functions, flows between functions
representing the information exchange mechanism, and flow
information representing information exchanged in the flows
between functions. In SysML, the most similar metaclass to
function is Activity. Thus, it is seen in Fig. 10 that function
and its subclasses are extended from the Activity metaclass.
Object Flow is used to transmit information between Activi-
ties; it is then straightforward to extend Object Flow to obtain
the stereotype flow.
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FIGURE 10: Function and Flow Profile.

In SysML, information transmitted in an Object Flow is
expressed by its attribute Conveyed Information which can
be realized by a Block. Therefore, Flow Information can
be inherited from Block stereotype and divided into sub-
stereotypes to identify different types of flow information as
shown in Fig. 11. There are some attributes in the stereo-
types to describe information conveyed by the flow. These
attributes are defined as Tags of the stereotypes. For example,
the stereotype MaterialFlow has PhysicalMedia as a Tag to
describe the physical media used for material transmission.

It should be noted that these attributes are defined as Tags
of stereotypes rather than value properties of the blocks. This
is determined by how these elements are used. In an activity
diagram, flow information inherited from a block should be
assigned to Conveyed Information in an Object Flow rather
than an instance of the block. Therefore, if the attribute of
an information flow is defined as a value property of the
block, the value assignment can then only be done in a block
instance rather than the block. Hence Tag is used to define
attributes of information flow rather than Value property.

FIGURE 11: Flow Information Profile.

3) Architecture Profile
Architecture profile consists of three parts. The first one
is “component” and “segment” and their subclasses. The
second is flow port which supports information transmission.
The third one is flow port type and its subclasses representing
the type of information that can be transmitted through
port. The best model element to match system segment and
component is Block. Therefore, as in Fig. 12, “component”
and “segment” and their subclasses are inherited from Block.

It should be noted that user models can be defined to de-
scribe system architecture based on these stereotypes. These
user models have attributes for detailed description which
should be defined as Value property of Block rather than Tag
as in the function profile case. This is because these attributes
belong to instance of the model rather than the model itself.

FIGURE 12: Block Profile.

In SysML, Port is used to exchange information between
Blocks. Therefore, as in Fig. 13, flow port is extended from
Port. In addition, flow port type is generalized from SysML
stereotype Block. Signal port and electrical port are then
defined which have Tags to describe Port attributes for the
information transmitted.

FIGURE 13: Port Profile.

V. MODEL REUSABILITY: FRAMEWORK WITH PATTERN
VIEWPOINTS AND MODEL LIBRARIES
One of the cornerstones of model reusability is that of con-
sistency and this is true of pattern definition just as much
as it is of framework or model definition. A pattern should
be clearly defined using an approach that is consistent with
other patterns. In this section, a framework-based approach
is outlined and key issues of relevant patterns are considered
to ensure the consistency and reusability of viewpoints and
model libraries.
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A. MODEL FRAMEWORK WITH PATTERNS
The “Seven Views” Framework of process modeling in [4]
considers processes with activities together with their appli-
cation context and execution behavior. This is conceptually
similar to the satellite network simulation framework and
thus is chosen as a baseline of our reusable model framework.
Before modifying the framework accordingly, the “Seven
Views” Framework is illustrated in Fig. 14 and its idea is
outlined as follows.

FIGURE 14: The “Seven Views” Framework for Process
Modeling (Reproduced from Fig. 16.4 of [4]).

Process modeling usually has three inclusions. Firstly,
there must be a mechanism for the process context to be
identified and defined. Then, a mechanism for the definition
of the process itself must be allowed, which must meet
the needs and be consistent with the context defined in the
previous point. Thirdly, based on the above two, there should
be a mechanism in place to validate and test the process to
see whether it is traceable against the needs and context.

The “Seven Views” Framework projects the above three
aspects to elements of three well-defined patterns. Each of
the viewpoints in Fig. 14 is a pattern viewpoint. Context
pattern allows the needs and context to be expressed. It
consists of stakeholder viewpoint and requirement context
viewpoint, where the first viewpoint defines stakeholder roles
in the second. Description pattern allows elements in the
process to be defined. It has process structure viewpoint,
process content viewpoint and information viewpoint in the
framework. The structure viewpoint defines ontology for the
process contents; and information viewpoint defines artefacts
in the process contents. Test pattern allows the process to
be tested and validated. It has process behavior viewpoint
and process instance viewpoint, where the first one defines
behavior for the process content and the second defines
execution of processes in the process content.

However, not all the viewpoints are suitable or necessary
for establishing the satellite network simulation application
so the framework needs to be modified. The modification is
illustrated in Fig. 15 and explained in the following discus-
sions.

First consider the context pattern. The stakeholder view-
point identifies the stakeholder roles and classifies stakehold-
er needs. This is similar to the functionality of needs and
requirement modeling based on the requirement metamodel

FIGURE 15: Modification of Process Modeling.

and profile and hence this viewpoint is not considered at this
level. The requirement context viewpoint uses the context
description viewpoint of the context pattern [4]. It defines
the context of the process and identifies a number of use
cases. This corresponds to the use case definition in satellite
network model using OOSEM [3] and is indispensable in the
framework. The name is changed to Context Viewpoint as in
Fig. 15.

Next consider the description pattern. The structure view-
point specifies concepts and terminology of a process model
in the form of an ontology. It mainly borrows the idea from
the element structure viewpoint of the description pattern
[4]). This is a core modeling step and it is under the name
structure viewpoint in our framework. It defines ontology for
the content viewpoint, which identifies the actual processes
and shows the activities carried out. Another viewpoint rel-
evant to the description pattern in process modeling is the
information viewpoint. It identifies the artefacts produced
and consumed by activities within a process. This viewpoint
is integrated into other viewpoints to make the framework
compact and will be made clear later on.

In Fig. 14, part of the test pattern is adopted as instance
viewpoint and process behavior viewpoint. The instance
viewpoint shows instances of processes. In test pattern [4],
however, more viewpoints are available for test set-up. Test
set-up viewpoint is composed of test structure viewpoint
and test set behavior viewpoint. The former, identifying the
process schedule, set and case information, can be regarded
as part of the content viewpoint. The latter is similar to the
instance viewpoint. The process behavior viewpoint shows
how a process behaves in terms of order of activities, flows
through the process, resource usage and so on. In test pattern
[4], it is part of the test case viewpoint. The process behavior
viewpoint is applied to test configuration viewpoint, which
can be realized with function and architecture model libraries
based on their corresponding metamodels and profiles.
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1) Viewpoints overview
To make the framework clear and concise, details in Fig. 15
are omitted and we are left with viewpoints overview in Fig.
16. Context viewpoint is the origination of the framework and
content viewpoint defines processes that satisfy the context
viewpoint. Structure viewpoint defines ontology for the con-
tent viewpoint. Set-up viewpoint defines execution of pro-
cesses in the content viewpoint. Execution viewpoint defines
behavior for the content viewpoint. The behavior defined is
applied to configuration viewpoint, which is actually func-
tion and architecture model libraries in the next subsection.
Before discussing the libraries, some of the key viewpoints
are investigated as follows to make their connections to the
satellite network domain clear.

FIGURE 16: Viewpoints Overview of the Model Framework.

B. VIEWPOINTS REALIZATION AND MODEL LIBRARIES
1) Structure Viewpoint (Ontology)
The structure viewpoint defines ontology for the content
viewpoint by describing model elements in terms of their
properties and behaviors. It also defines, for one element, the
relationship with other elements and how it breaks down into
parts. The ontology elements and their relationships for the
satellite network simulation framework is shown in Fig. 17.

The context viewpoint in Fig. 15 with ontology elements
focus, boundary and environmental elements defines the
contexts for the framework. The context represents the need
for the process schedule in the content viewpoint as in Fig.
17. Additional relationships of applications and use cases
with the content viewpoint is defined. The process schedule
realizes applications and satisfies use cases. The use cases
refine the applications. The process case, as the concrete
element of the process schedule, has execution defined by
process instances. Activity and artefact ontology elements
compose of the process case, where the behavior for the for-
mer is defined by process behavior. The behavior is applied to
process configuration. The models developed in the satellite
network simulation framework should comply with this set
of ontology definition and their relationships.

2) Content Viewpoint (Process Library)
This viewpoint works as a core of the whole framework as
it defines the processes to be executed in various stages of
the simulation and thus can be regarded as a process library.

FIGURE 17: Structure Viewpoint.

It is modified from the test structure viewpoint of the test
pattern from [4] to account for satellite network simulation
characteristics. As shown in Fig. 18, the overall process
schedule is divided into effective and performance process
sets.

The effective process set has three types of process cas-
es. Application process cases considers processes of satel-
lite network user applications. Bidirectional communication
has narrowband (handheld) and wideband (vehicular) pro-
cesses; one-directional transmission includes data collection
and broadcasting processes. Context process cases identifies
processes with system context, including focus, boundary
and environmental processes. Use case processes enumerates
cases based on service priority with non-real-time, real-time
and emergency processes.

The performance process set has two types of process
cases. Function process cases contain all the basic operations
for a communication procedure, including send, transmit,
receive and onboard processing capabilities complying with
the OSI seven-layer model. Artefact process cases are el-
ements transferred from the information viewpoint of the
original “seven-views” framework in [4]. It is known that
artefacts are produced or consumed in certain components
of the architecture and thus the process cases in this subset
models the production and disappearance of artefacts during
the process.

3) Instance Viewpoint
This viewpoint is modified from the test set behavior view-
point in the test pattern of [4] and gives the execution
sequence of the process cases in the content viewpoint. In
the effectiveness process set, application process cases are
firstly carried out to account for stakeholder needs, followed
by context and use case process cases. In the performance
set, function and artefact process cases are executed and
simulated sequentially. This is illustrated in Fig. 19.
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FIGURE 18: Content Viewpoint.

FIGURE 19: Instance Viewpoint.

4) Behavior Viewpoint
This models process behavior and can be realized with a
number of SysML behavior diagrams. In particular, state
machine diagram is used for defining high-level scenarios;
activity diagram models execution of activities in the simula-
tion procedure; sequence diagram is used for detailed process
description in critical design and simulation stage; parametric
diagram can be used for defining analysis and performance
tradeoff scenarios. Examples of behavior models using the
above diagrams can be found in [3].

5) Configuration Viewpoint (Function and Architecture
Libraries)
As mentioned before, this viewpoint is realized as function
and architecture model libraries. This has direct and funda-
mental connection with the concept reusability presented in
the last section. The domain specific semantics in the meta-
model and profile provides reusable mechanism for func-
tion and architecture modeling and connect, in a multi-view
framework, the model reusability and the concept reusability.
This provides a mechanism to preserve reusability when
complex system details should be reflected in models. At
the same time, multiple viewpoints give comprehensive and

well-structured understanding of the system.
Function model library and architecture model library are

presented in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21, respectively. It can be seen
that elements in them are constructs based upon relevant
profiles. These libraries can be utilized directly by satellite
network simulation system modelers to preserve reusability
and speed up their modeling procedure.

FIGURE 20: Function Model Library.

FIGURE 21: Architecture Model Library.

VI. SIMULATION REUSABILITY: ANALYSIS MODELING
AND DESIGN-ANALYSIS INTERACTION
A. ANALYSIS MODEL
1) Analysis Metamodel
Analysis metamodel gives modeling methods for analysis as
shown in Fig. 22. Analysis context should be properly de-
fined before and during simulation. Optimization constraints
should be consistent with requirements and hence there is a
Refine relation in the figure. Optimization model used during
simulation should obtain activities from function models.
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Thus, a newly defined relation ActObtainedFrom is used
for this type of connection. For modeling elements after
simulation, a number of result analyzer tools are defined and
connected among simulation rounds.

(a) Before and During Simulation

(b) After Simulation

FIGURE 22: Analysis Metamodel.

2) Analysis Profile
Analysis profile in Fig. 23 relates design in SysML and
simulation in multi-disciplinary software. The procedure can
be divided into three steps. First, before simulation begins,
task to be performed should be established as analysis con-
text. Regarding the architecture design as an optimization
problem, objectives, constraints and design variables should
be setup in this stage. Then, during simulation, optimization
model contains the mathematical model and simulation activ-
ities used in multi-disciplinary software. It is the mapping of
satellite network models in network simulation software into
elements in SysML modeling software. SolverKind enumer-
ates simulation software used. Third, after simulation, results
(not the raw data but the one after processing) should be
returned to SysML modeling software for architects to make
design decisions. These results include design of experiment,
multi-objective trade study and sensitivity analysis.

B. REUSABLE ARCHITECTURE DESIGN MECHANISM
The reusable mechanism for iteratively simulating more
complex system characteristics is illustrated in Fig. 24.
From round 1 to subsequent rounds, number of parameters
passing between modeling and simulation activities increase
to reflect more system views and elements. Analysis user
model developed based on analysis profile has relations with
requirement, function and architecture models. Specifically,
it gets objective and design variable requirements from re-
quirement user model; it also gets optimization model from

FIGURE 23: Analysis Profile.

function user model. These values are input into simulation
tools for the execution of multi-objective optimization. The
obtained Pareto set and design variable values are sent back
to the system modeling tool.

FIGURE 24: Design-Simulation Iteration.

Before proceeding to the reusable mechanisms, related
terminologies for SysML and its application programming
interface (API) [20] are presented as in Tab. 6. They will be
used in subsequent algorithms.

TABLE 6: SysML API Terminologies.

No. Term Explanation
1 Tree, Node, Object Hierarchical structure in SysML database
2 Package Element for storing a set of data
3 Property Element for storing architecture parameter

4 SlotValue Value returned from other tools to be pro-
cessed in SysML

5 InstanceTable Table in SysML to visualize SlotValues
6 ValueSpec Value specification of SlotValues

7 ValueType Value type in architecture model for SlotVal-
ue assignment

1) Reusability Among Multiple Simulation Rounds
There are two ways to process and visualize returned data
to SysML. The first one is to take values directly from
SysML database tree structure as shown in Fig. 25(a). But
this is inconvenient for further data analysis and gives little
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visualization of data relations. The second one is to generate
instance table using default SysML function as in Fig. 25(b).
However, this gives instance table with all data presented
together without row separation, which is inconvenient for
further data processing. In addition, the type and amount of
returned data are increased as multiple simulation iterations
take in more objectives and/or design variables. Hence in
a reusable manner, instance tables should be set as can be
extended to any number of columns.

(a) Tree Structure for PSP

(b) Auto-Generated SysML Instance Table

FIGURE 25: Default Pareto Set Presentation.

To solve the above problems, plugins are developed via
SysML API to generate reusable Pareto set presentation as
in Fig. 26(a). Algorithm 1 gives the method to implement
this in an API tool. The generated reusable tabular format is
shown in Fig. 26(b). In addition to optimization objectives
Q and E, the table also presents values of two design vari-
ables corresponding to the objectives. These can be used for
further analysis in SysML to select architecture points. The
tabular format is designed to be extended to any number of
objectives and DVs to support reusability between multiple
optimization rounds.

(a) Plugin Developed via SysML API

(b) Reusable Tabular Format for PSP

FIGURE 26: Reusable Pareto Set Presentation.

2) Reusability Within One Simulation Round
After Pareto set is presented with proper tabular format,
architecture selection can be performed by manipulating and
visualizing data in the table. Within one simulation round,
this table is reusable to select architecture points based on
different criteria. For example, for the tradeoff of minimizing
one objective and maximizing another, the criteria can be
choosing the architecture point, from the Pareto set, with
medium objective 1 or maximum objective 2. This depends
on user needs, preferences and requirements. SysML archi-
tecture model should be updated to account for these variable
requirements with reusable and automatic updating mecha-
nism. This brings the architecture value update mechanism

algorithm 1 Pareto Set Presentation (PSP).
01. Get Tree, Node, Object;
02. While Object is of type Package
03. Create element selection dialog;
04. Select elements;
05. Create session for PSP using InstanceTable;
06. Repeat
07. Create new InstanceTable;
08. Create Property (for columns) of InstanceTable;
09. Add InstanceTable columns for objectives;
10. Add InstanceTable columns for design variables;
11. Calculate InstanceTable row number N;
12. Record Property-ValueSpec relationship;
13. Obtain SlotValue;
14. Add SlotValue to corresponding columns based on
15. Property-ValueSpec relationship;
16. Until Session for PSP using InstanceTable is closed;
17. EndWhile

shown in Fig. 24. Slot value is obtained from the Pareto set
presentation using the plugin “Get Slot Value for AVU” in
Fig. 26(a). Algorithm 2 gives the method to implement this
in an API tool.

algorithm 2 Architecture Value Update (AVU).
01. Get Tree, Node, Object;
02. While Object is of type Property
03. Create element selection dialog;
04. Select elements;
05. Create session for setting architecture value;
06. Repeat
07. Obtain SlotValue for design variables;
08. Record ValueSpec property;
09. If Object contains ValueType
10. Set SlotValue for ValueType;
11. Else
12. Set default value;
13. Until Session for setting architecture value is closed;
14. EndWhile

VII. MULTI-OBJECTIVE SATELLITE NETWORK
SIMULATION
A. EXTENDED TIME-EVOLVING GRAPH FOR SATELLITE
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
Satellite communication network simulation is within the
system engineering framework discussed in previous sections
where detailed optimization are carried out across multiple
layers of the system. The time-varying topology of LEO
satellite network due to orbit movement relative to the earth
surface can be characterized by predictable connections a-
mong satellites [29]. In this context, the network model can
be expressed by using the (ETEG) [30] which characterizes
network resources in both spacial and temporal dimensions.

A general satellite communication network consists of a
set of user equipments U = {u1, u2, ..., uL}, satellites S =
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{s1, s2, ..., sM} and ground stations G = {g1, g2, ..., gN}. A
time-slotted system [30] divides the topology and real-time
connections of the network elements into consecutive time
slots indexed by t ∈ Γ = {1, ..., T}. Each time slot has a
duration of ∆τ and the network topology and connection is
fixed during each time slot. The ETEG representation is thus
defined as follows.
Definition 1: ETEG Representation for Satellite Communica-
tion Network. Define a satellite communication network by
a directed graph G(V, E). The set of vertices is denoted as
V = Vu ∪ Vs ∪ Vg where Vu, Vs and Vg correspond to the
replicas of user equipments, satellites and ground stations,
respectively. The set of edges is denoted as E = El∪Eb where
El is the set of link edges and Eb is the set of processing edges.
El can further be divided as El = Esu ∪ Ess ∪ Esg where Esu,
Ess and Esg models the user links, inter-satellite links (ISLs)
and feeder links, respectively.

The graph elements should be expressed with time-slotted
notations for modeling and calculation:

• The sets of vertices can be expressed as Vu = {uti | ui ∈
U, 1 ≤ t ≤ T}, Vs = {sti | si ∈ S, 1 ≤ t ≤ T} and
Vg = {gti | gi ∈ G, 1 ≤ t ≤ T}.

• The edges in Esu model the links between user e-
quipments and the satellite network in each time s-
lot, i.e. Esu = {(sti, utj) ∪ (utj , s

t
i) | 1 ≤ t ≤

T, uj within si coverage in t}. The edges in Ess model
the ISLs between satellites within the satellite network
in each time slot, i.e. Ess = {(sti, stj) ∪ (stj , s

t
i) | 1 ≤

t ≤ T, sj within si coverage in t}. The edges in
Esg model the links between the ground station and
the satellite network (feeder link) in each time s-
lot, i.e. Esg = {(sti, gtj) ∪ (gtj , s

t
i) | 1 ≤ t ≤

T, gj within si coverage in t}.
• Processing edges are modeled to represent the capa-

bility of satellites to store data between consecutive
time slots. The set of such edges is denoted as Eb =
{(vti , v

t+1
i ) | vti ∈ Vs, 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1}.

Information passing through the network should be en-
capsulated according to certain protocols such as the open
system interconnection (OSI) model [31]. Satellite payload
can be designed as “transparent” to perform only physical
layer (layer 1) functions, or with onboard processing to
include data link layer (layer 2), network routing (layer 3)
and upper layer capabilities. The following definition is to
classify payload functionalities into different protocol layers.
Definition 2: Layer Label. Label y ∈ {1, ..., Y } represents
the highest layer of the information to be processed in a satel-
lite payload following a predefined communication protocol,
where Y is the highest layer in the protocol.
Example 1: Non-real time mission flows can be transmitted
in the satellite network only in the physical layer with y = 1
and higher layer access and routing are left to ground sta-
tion. Real-time missions requires that the payload should be
equipped with network routing with y = 3 to process the
information and find routing within satellites as it may be a

waste of time to go back to the ground stations. Protocols
following the OSI standard have Y = 7.

It is necessary to treat information flows from various lay-
ers separately since they bring different capability (transmis-
sion capacity, satellite network level) or requirement (power,
satellite platform level) to the model. The layer label is thus
regarded as a shared parameter among network, satellite and
payload/platform level MBSE models which can further be
related to parameters of these levels. As seen in the previ-
ous example, layer label represents mission classification in
network level. It also guides platform power allocation to the
payload as higher level processing requires more power.

Let Mz be a mission carried out by the satellite network
with 1 ≤ z ≤ Z, where Z is the total number of missions
for the application scenario concerned. Each mission Mz can
be divided into a number of flows to be transmitted in the
network.
Definition 3: Flow and Flow Element. Define the k-th flow
of the z-th mission with label y as fkz (y). In the ETEG
framework, a flow is characterized within each time slot t
and allocated to certain user equipment i where 1 ≤ i ≤ L.
Define flow element as fkz (i, t, y), which allocates fkz (y) to
the i-th user equipment (started by user i) in the t-th time slot.

It can be deduced that the set of flows corresponding to a
user equipment is fkz (i, y) = {fkz (i, t, y) | 1 ≤ t ≤ T}. The
set of flows originated in certain time slot t is fkz (t, y) =
{fkz (i, t, y) | 1 ≤ i ≤ L}. Thus, a flow is thoroughly
captured by its flow elements in all the related UEs and time
slots, i.e. fkz (y) = {fkz (i, t, y) | 1 ≤ t ≤ T, 1 ≤ i ≤ L}.
The formal definition of a mission is hence as follows.
Definition 4: Mission. A mission is defined as Mz =
Ψ1≤kz≤Kz fkz (y), where Ψ represents the arrangement of
the Kz flows of the mission Mz .

The set of all the missions for the application scenario with
Z missions in total is represented asM = ∪1≤z≤Z Mz .

B. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Non-geostationary orbit (NGSO) satellite constellation has
time-varying network topology because of the orbit move-
ments of satellites. The resulting intermittent but predictable
connections between satellites make the ETEG model de-
fined previously useful in characterizing network behavior.
The model discussed here has been extended from the one for
remote-sensing networks in [12] to satellite communication
networks. Definition 1 and the discussions followed basically
modifies the remote-sensing satellite network carrying one-
direction data stream from user equipment (UE) to ground
management and control center (GMCC) to one that can han-
dle bi-directional data streams supporting communications
among users within the coverage of the satellites.

In addition, it has also been pointed out in [12] that
resources onboard satellites are limited for data transmission
and the number of connections that can be supported in
one satellite is limited. The link capacity hence the pow-
er needed is also time-varying due to various propagation
channel conditions of user-satellite links and inter-satellite
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links. The authors in [12] formulated this problem as a single-
objective problem optimizing the network profit with power
and contacts as constraints. However, this model is only
tractable for network with a few satellites and the complexity
becomes higher when increasing the network size. Taking
the point of view of optimizing the satellite design based
on the performance it can provide to users at the network
level, it has been shown that satellite power consumption
can be included as an additional metric to form a multi-
objective optimization problem [11]. Transmission capacity
requirements is met together with efficiently using satellite
resources.

1) SysML-Model-Driven Simulation
Network optimization can thus be solved using heuristic
techniques. In contrast to single-objective problems, multi-
objective optimization provides tradeoff between two con-
flicting functions. The tradeoff achieved among the two gives
a set of non-dominated solutions known as the Pareto opti-
mal solutions [32]. Fuzzy Pareto front is often obtained by
using heuristic algorithms, determining a set of near-optimal
solutions for designers to choose rather than one single
optimal solution. This is useful in system engineering while
architects try to decide among multiple design variables. The
complexity problem when increasing the network size can
hence be avoided without directly using the one-objective
optimization with traditional ETEG model.

It has been suggested that network performance should
take mission differentiation into account [11] [12]. Different
mission sources and purposes may result in diverse values of
data delivery. However, the models so far only considered dif-
ferentiated data volumes. Considering network modeling and
simulation connecting with SysML models, it is necessary to
characterize missions based on user requirements, use cases
and application scenarios. In particular, flows should further
be divided based on satellite communication service types.
For example, services for handheld or ship-mounted user
equipments transmit different types of flows. In addition, for
each type of UE, various service categories such as non-real-
time, real-time or emergency requires satellites to provide
different resources to support the services. The layer label in
Definition 2 gives a mechanism to describe different service
processing capabilities in the satellite. Furthermore, network
simulation should be connected with SysML models in that
the two should have corresponding parameters with the same
granularity that can be interchanged. The flow and flow
element in Definition 3 offer this mechanism. In this way,
the application-oriented SysML model and performance-
oriented simulation of a particular subject can be integrated.

2) Objectives and Design Variables
A number of application scenarios are generated and input
into the satellite network to simulate capacity transmitted
and satellite power consumed. Power consumption should
consist of those from data transmission in the wireless chan-
nel and onboard processing, which corresponds to the link

edges and processing edges in the ETEG model, respectively.
Transmission capacity is computed, after UEs connect to
the network and arrive their access satellite with certain
arrival rates. Data forwarding or routing within the satellite
network is computed in a centralized manner which routing
information are computed in ground stations and distributed
to each satellite in the network.

Advanced techniques such as flexible payload can op-
timize power consumption within the satellites [13]. The
model in this paper supports this flexibility in that, through
the tradeoff of power distribution among various payload
functionalities, a non-dominated set of Pareto optimal so-
lutions is obtained. This can be feeded back to the SysML
model and serves as a design guide for the flexible payload
[33] at satellite manufacturing stage.

When considering single satellite design, the component
consuming the most power is the user downlink TWTA rather
than the ISL transmission parts [13]. Power distribution vari-
ables are thus set up based on this with power consumption
related to various services. This is seen as the extension of the
fixed data rate in [13] to account for multiple service types.
The model is thus formulated as follows.

3) Optimization Problem Formulation
A number of notations are firstly defined to be used in the
optimization problem.

TABLE 7: Notations for Satellite Network Model.

No. Symbol Definition

1 i− s− su
Satellite i payload to send signal from satellite i
to users (through user link)

2 i− s− ss
Satellite i payload to send signal from satellite i
to other satellites (through ISL)

3 i− r − us
Satellite i payload to receive signal from users to
satellite i (through user link)

4 i− r − ss
Satellite i payload to receive signal from other
satellites to satellite i (through ISL)

5 i− p Satellite i payload to do onboard processing

The multi-objective optimization problem aims at maxi-
mizing system capacity C while at the same time minimizing
total power consumption in the satellite network:

maxC = max
∑

fkz (y)∈M

∑
si:(si,uj)∈Esu

R(Pi−s−su) (1)

minP = min
∑

fkz (y)∈M

∑
si∈Vs

(Pi−s−su + Pi−s−ss

+ Pi−r−us + Pi−r−ss + Pi−p) (2)

For system capacity maximization, the rate can be calcu-
lated as

R(Pi−s−su) = B0 log(1 + SNRi) (3)

with

SNRi =
g2i Pi−s−su(OBO)

N0B0
(4)
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where (according to [34])
• Pi−s−su(OBO) is the power allocated to the i− s− su

link with TWTA output backoff OBO;
• gi is the link gains and losses including satellite beam

antenna gain towards the intended coverage area, gain of
the receiving antenna, free space loss and other losses;

• N0 is the noise power spectral density depending on the
receiving antenna and equivalent noise temperature;

• B0 is the signal bandwidth.
For power consumption minimization, it is known that

the payload sending signal from satellite i to ground user
equipment is the transmission rate bottleneck among all the
payload links. Thus, the rate calculated from Pi−s−su is
regarded as the rate the satellite can transmit for the UE
service. Power consumption by other payload functionalities
can be calculated from Pi−s−su as:

Pi−r−us = αr−us ·R(Pi−s−su) (5)
Pi−s−ss = αs−ss ·R(Pi−s−su) (6)
Pi−r−ss = αr−ss ·R(Pi−s−su) (7)

Pi−p = µ · (R(Pi−s−su))γ (8)

where the values of αr−us, αs−ss, αr−ss, µ and γ can be
determined based on the model in [13].

It can be seen that the calculation of system capacity only
takes the downlink data stream of (si, uj) ∈ Esu into account
whereas the calculation of power consumption considers all
the satellites in the network si ∈ Vs. This is because the
routing and relevant data sending/receiving consumes power
of every satellite the data stream passes by.

4) Problem Transformation
Services originated from ground UEs arrives at access satel-
lites randomly according to certain arrival rate. Meanwhile,
an NGSO satellite moves relative to the earth surface so there
is only a periodical fixed time duration that the satellite can
serve the ground UEs. Therefore, capacity calculation can
be transformed to data quantity Q transmitted for services
generated when UEs are within the satellite coverage area.
Similarly, power calculation can be transformed to energy E
consumed in the network for transmitting the service. The
optimization problem can thus be rewritten as

maxQ = max
∑

fkz (y)∈M

∑
si:(si,uj)∈Esu

R(Pi−s−su) · tdur(Pi−s−su) (9)

minE = min
∑

fkz (y)∈M

∑
si∈Vs

[(Pi−s−su + Pi−r−us) · tdur(Pi−s−su)

+ (Pi−s−ss + Pi−r−ss + Pi−p) · Tmin] (10)

where tdur(Pi−s−su) represents the time duration with
service arrivals when UEs are within the coverage area of

the satellite. It is a function of Pi−s−su since the power level
of satellite downlink transmission determines the duration
that UEs can connect to the satellite. Tmin is the minimum
simulation time for the service transmission in the network
when satellite power levels for all the functionalities are
above a pre-specified threshold. i − s − ss, i − r − ss and
i−p links consumes energy for the service no matter whether
the ground link is connected or not; so the time used when
calculating their energy consumption is the whole simulation
time Tmin. On the other hand, i − s − su and i − r − us
links only consumes energy when the satellite and UEs are
connected.

5) Design and Simulation Interaction

The multi-objective optimization problem proposed above
involves tradeoffs between two conflicting objectives to de-
termine a set of design variables, where the power allocation
proportion among the payload functionalities of a single
satellite is obtained based on the fuzzy Pareto front archi-
tecture points [3]. The correspondence between this analysis
problem and the SysML model can be formed. The objectives
are at the system level where the “system” capacity and
“system” resource usage is optimized. When carrying out
the simulation, activities for application scenarios should be
executed which is ‘above’ the system level and corresponds
to the requirements and use cases in the SysML model. After
the simulation, the balancing of design variables is to choose
power distributions which is ‘below’ the system level. This
corresponds to the architecture model in SysML after logical
decomposition when determining among alternative physical
architectures.

As mentioned before, this separation of engineering anal-
ysis and simulation components into corresponding parts of
the SysML model integrates design and simulation process.
Based upon the interface developed in Section VI, interac-
tion between the multi-disciplinary SysML models and the
simulation of a particular subject area forms an iterative
loop to consistently optimize the system architecture. This
is essential in architecture design of complex systems such
as satellite networks, especially when multiple levels (net-
work, satellite, payload, TWTA component, etc.) of design
variables are considered within the problem. This, together
with the extension schemes based on metamodels and pattern
viewpoints, makes the system still tractable when the system
models are expanded along the manufacturing stages.

VIII. CASE STUDY AND RESULT ANALYSIS

A. SYSML USER MODEL: BEFORE SIMULATION

SysML user model is developed based on domain specific
profiles, pattern viewpoints and related model libraries. Be-
fore simulation, requirement and function user models should
be set up and related to corresponding elements in analysis
user model.
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1) Requirement User Model
It classifies requirements based on requirement profiles. Top
level system requirement is to develop a satellite network
simulation system as in Fig. 27. Application requirements
include quantitative objective of network capacity and pos-
sible application supported such as handheld and vehicular
communication, data collection and broadcasting. Function
requirements describe relevant functions the system has, in-
cluding non-real-time, real-time and emergency communica-
tions. Architecture requirements raise design variables to be
decided from simulation, which are power allocation to user
downlink in access satellite 1 and 21, and average bandwidth
in payload transponder. Model reusability is demonstrated in
that the first two design variables are optimized in the first
round where the third variable is added in the second-round
optimization by reusing analysis models and simulation soft-
ware interface. Operation requirement gives the maximum
resource that can be used. Calculation of quantitative require-
ment will be made clear in subsequent discussion.

FIGURE 27: Requirement User Model.

2) Function User Model
This is formed with process cases of content viewpoint and
function model library of process configuration viewpoint.
These models are executable and serve as a mechanism to
carry out simulation. Interaction with simulation software

1The reason for two access satellites is to separate the cases when two UEs
get access from a single satellite and two. Energy consumption for access
satellites are different in these two settings [35].

can be done through SysML diagrams such as state machine,
activity and sequence diagrams. Function user models are
omitted here and examples for satellite network can be found
in [3].

3) Analysis User Model Before Simulation
It is firstly set by relating objectives and design variables with
their bounded requirements. In addition, design variables
should also be related with architecture user model for setting
architecture values after simulation. Then, network model
carrying simulation parameters is related to function user
model and used during simulation. These are illustrated in
Fig. 28.

(a) Simulation Context

(b) Relations Among Parameters

FIGURE 28: Analysis User Model Before and During Simu-
lation.

B. CASE STUDY SETUP
It has been discussed that optimization of objectivesQ andE
are considered with respect to optimizing design parameters
within one satellite. This is different from network simulation
which only optimizes network level parameter design and
normally takes satellite as a black box. This is also different
from the point of view of satellite design and optimization,
which considers satellite payload, platform and spacecraft
dynamics. The point of view is, by making use of the multi-
level and multi-disciplinary modeling capability of MBSE,
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to incorporate multi-level parameters and solve key system
design problems.

In the optimization setting of the previous section, Q is to
maximize data quantity that can be transmitted during access
time to a satellite. E is to minimize energy consumption
for transmitting Q in access satellite and relay satellites.
Design variables are power allocation to different payload
functionalities in a satellite. Objective calculation should
be simulated for service transmission under a number of
application scenarios. In this case, application scenarios and
user access to satellites are at the network level; data quantity
through user link and energy consumed are at the system
level; and power distribution to payload components are at
the subsystem level.

The choice of missions for simulation should be complete
in that all possible application scenarios can be formed from
this finite set of missions. Three factors are considered in
mission setup:

• Access Point for UEs connecting to satellites. Two UEs
transmit data through the same satellite if both UEs
are under the coverage area of that satellite, or through
different satellites otherwise. More energy is consumed
for this mission when one satellite transmits two UEs’
data.

• Protocol Level of flows requiring different satellite re-
sources. Satellite provides different resources to support
different types of services. Emergency service has the
highest priority and thus requires satellites to provide
resources such as routing (level three) and switch (lev-
el two) in order to guarantee the transmission within
required time. Real-time service has moderate priori-
ty and can use transparent forwarding for part of the
signal transmission to save resource usage onboard the
satellite. Non-real-time service has the lowest priority
and all the signals can be transparently forwarded to the
GMCC and thus can use least resources onboard.

• Service Type supported by different UE capabilities. For
bi-directional transmission, narrowband and wideband
services are transmitted using handheld and vehicu-
lar terminals, respectively. One-directional transmis-
sion has two types. The one transmits data from UEs
through satellite network to GMCC is data collection.
The one transmits data from GMCC through satellite
network to UEs is broadcasting.

Twelve missions are presented to account for the above
three factors and represent different applications. These mis-
sions are randomly generated following Poisson distribu-
tion with certain arrival rate and input into a LEO satellite
network to simulate data quantity transmitted and energy
consumed. Each of these twelve missions has multiple flows
consecutively executed to implement certain transmission,
e.g. user equipment to access satellite or satellite to ground
station transmission. Each of these flows is decomposed into
one or more time slots in the ETEG, depending on the trans-
mission or processing time of the network operations. Arrival

rate is determined following adopted traffic model that takes
into account the population covered by LEO satellites and
busy hours of certain area [36].

Simulation parameter values are as follows. Output power
Pi−s−su is set within the range of 20 to 25 dBW. G/T for the
first six and the last six missions are set to -27 and -16 dB/K,
respectively. Other parameters are set following the results in
[13] and [37]. αs−ss is 0.05 W/Mbps. αr−us, αr−ss and µ
are all set to 0.01 W/Mbps. γ is set to 1.4.

C. RESULT ANALYSIS
With pre-specified design variable ranges, multi-objective
optimization simulation using genetic algorithm is performed
to obtain fuzzy Pareto front architecture points. Population
size is set to 1000 with Pareto fraction 30% and 200 gen-
erations. Non-dominated objective values are returned with
corresponding design variable choices.

1) Round-One Results (Two DVs) and Comparison
Round-one simulation with two design variables is carried
out and the Pareto front of two-objective tradeoff is illus-
trated in Fig. 29. Two baseline results using algorithms
from literature is also included in the figure. Baseline 1
uses the GreenSR algorithm in [13] which considered only
inter-satellite link energy consumptions and the traffic model
did not distinguish different traffic types. Baseline 2 uses
the OP-GMS method in [14] which allocated power with
downlink channel status but did not take energy consumed
in the space network into account. The results show that, by
considering both user link and inter-satellite links, the model
captures comprehensive system energy consumption. This
is also interpreted that, at some locations, the Pareto front
obtained with various traffic types (Round One) provides
better performance for the one with uniform traffic (Baseline
2).

FIGURE 29: Objective Values in Fuzzy Pareto Front (Round
One).

What is concerned is the effect of modeling to design
variable choices. As illustrated by the round-one points in
Fig. 30, most non-dominated points allocate more power in
AS2 than in AS1. This is because AS1 executes more inter-
satellite transmissions than AS2 which take some portion of
the power to be allocated to downlink transmission. This
shows the importance of making satellite design choices
based on a power model considering all transmission links,
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which gives more practical suggestions for system architec-
ture design.

FIGURE 30: Design Variable Values in Fuzzy Pareto Front
(Round One).

2) Round-Two Results (Three DVs)

In the second-round simulation, the number of design vari-
ables increases from two to three to reflect bandwidth design
choices. Distributions of the three design variables for non-
dominated architecture points is shown in Fig. 31. Most
values of PAS1−s−su are in the 20 to 20.5 dB range while
for PAS2−s−su, values in 22 to 22.5 and 24.5 to 25 takes
more than half of the set. Bandwidth is better chosen as
the highest within the range though some with lower values
can be considered in band-limited cases. Distributions of the
objectives is shown in Fig. 32. It is seen that architecture
points with high data quantity and low energy consumptions
take most of the non-dominated set.

FIGURE 31: Design Variable Distributions for Non-
Dominated Points (Round Two).

FIGURE 32: Objective Distributions for Non-Dominated
Points (Round Two).

D. SYSML USER MODEL REVISITED: AFTER
SIMULATION

1) Analysis User Model

Reusability should be preserved among multiple simulation
rounds when more variables are added as the iteration pro-
ceeds. After simulation, Pareto set is returned to the SysML
modeling software and displayed as an instance table. The
part after simulation in analysis user model developed based
on the analysis profile is shown in Fig. 33. Pareto set pre-
sentation in instance table based on the reusable architecting
mechanism for simulation reusability is shown in Fig. 34.

(a) Simulation Analyzer

(b) Relations Among Parameters

FIGURE 33: Analysis User Model After Simulation.

2) Architecture User Model

Architecture selection procedure is performed to choose the
one with average data quantity among non-dominated points
and corresponding energy and design variable values. Then,
the reusable mechanism of architecture value updates is car-
ried out to update architecture user model with the selected
values. The entire architecture model is shown in Fig. 35. It
consists of space segment elements including satellite net-
work routing and switching functionalities modeled in SN,
and communication access for UEs to the network modeled
in AS1 and AS2. The three design variables in Fig. 35 (red-
colored) are updated and other variables can be decided
based on them using formulae in the previous section. The
variable Bandwidth is the one added in the second-round
simulation. In this way, SysML architecture is optimized
iteratively among simulation rounds and values are renewed
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(a) Round One

(b) Round Two

FIGURE 34: Pareto Set Presentation in Instance Table.

to satisfy requirements with reusable and automatic updating
mechanism.

IX. MODEL ASSESSMENT AND REQUIREMENT
TRACEABILITY
In this section, we present how our proposed framework
is validated via comparing with non-reusable models. In
addition, the optimized efficiency of the proposed model
is calculated through metrics such as viewpoint/ontology
coverage and degree of requirement traceability.

A. VIEWPOINT AND ONTOLOGY COVERAGE
This subsection will discuss the assessment of the model
framework. In chapter 20 of [4] the authors used patterns as
a model assessment tool. A number of patterns were selected
and compared with the model by assessing its ontologies and
viewpoints. Results were presented as “mapping strength”,
which are percentage numbers and represents whether the
mapping between patterns and models are strong or weak.

This work borrows this idea and extends the assessment
method in [4] to a set of metrics. Setting the “Seven Views”
Framework and its relevant patterns (including their view-
points and ontologies) as a modeling standard, the assess-
ment compares the reusable model proposed in this work and

FIGURE 35: Architecture User Model and Value Update
(Round 2).

the OOSEM model in [3].
Let the number of viewpoints and ontologies in a pattern

framework be NV and NO, respectively. User-developed
models have viewpoints, ontologies corresponding to the
patterns, and other model elements which are separately
presented in line with the viewpoints. Model viewpoints
are assessed by calculating the percentage of elements in
the pattern viewpoints, which is represented by PMV . Each
model ontology is assessed by calculating the quantity of
ontology elements realized for each pattern ontology, which
is represented by QMO. Besides viewpoints and their on-
tologies, there are model elements which may be developed
before certain reusable framework is established and can also
be reused separately. They can be measured by percentage
PME and quantity QME , corresponding to viewpoint and
ontology, respectively.

Viewpoint coverage CV and ontology coverage CO are
thus defined as:

CV =
1

NV
·
NV∑
i=1

[PME(i) + PMV (i)] (11)

CO =
1

NO
·
NO∑
i=1

[QME(i) +QMO(i)] (12)

Viewpoint coverage calculations of the reusable model
of this paper and the OOSEM model in [3] are shown in
Tab. 8. The column “pattern viewpoint” includes viewpoints
required in the “Seven Views” Framework. The quantities are
explained as follows.
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• Context Identification Viewpoint. The reusable model
reuses the concepts in the requirement profile. The
OOSEM model has mission requirement to cover this.

• Context Description Viewpoint. Part of the Context
Viewpoint in the reusable model is the context descrip-
tion. Mission requirement in the OOSEM model has
descriptions to be reused here.

• Element Structure/Description Viewpoint. The reusable
model has Structure Viewpoint. The OOSEM model has
no reusable design for this one. Same reasons are for
their relevant description viewpoints.

• Testing Context Viewpoint. The reusable model has
Context Viewpoint (Shared coverage to Context De-
scription Viewpoint above). The OOSEM model has
handheld and vehicular but not all the applications or
use cases.

• Test Structure, Test Schedule Behavior, and Test Set
Behavior Viewpoints. In the reusable model, they are
mostly covered by the Content Viewpoint, where the last
one is also covered by the Instance Viewpoint. For Test
Schedule Behavior, only the effective set was realized
in the OOSEM model so a half is counted. For Test Set
Behavior, only one fifth behaviors were realized.

• Test Behavior, Test Configuration and Test Record
Viewpoints. They are realized as Behavior Viewpoint,
Configuration Viewpoints and test results in the reusable
model, respectively. The OOSEM model has all the
test scenarios to cover these viewpoints so they are all
covered as well.

TABLE 8: Viewpoint Coverage.

No. Pattern Viewpoint (Required) * Reusable OOSEM
1 Context Identification 1 1
2 Context Description 0.5 1
3 Element Structure 1 0
4 Element Description 1 0
5 Testing Context 0.5 0.3
6 Test Setup - Structure 0.3 0
7 Test Setup - Schedule Behavior 0.3 0.5
8 Test Setup - Set Behavior 1.3 0.2
9 Test Case - Behavior 1 1
10 Test Case - Configuration 1 1
11 Test Case - Record 1 1

*Pattern viewpoints 1, 2 belong to the context pattern; 3, 4 belong
to the description pattern; 5 to 11 belong to the test pattern [4].

Similarly, ontology coverage calculations are presented in
Tab. 9. The column “ontology element” is added to represent
ontologies required in the “Seven Views” Framework. The
coverage numbers mainly represent model element quantities
realizing certain ontology elements.
• Context Identification Viewpoint ontologies. The

reusable model has application, context and use case
to cover its ontology Context. The OOSEM model has
mission requirement and use cases.

• Context Description Viewpoint ontologies. All the three
ontologies are realized in the reusable model while the
OOSEM model has only the Focus.

• Element Structure/Description Viewpoint ontologies.
All the three ontologies are realized in the reusable
model while the OOSEM model has only the Element.
The reusable model has descriptions while the OOSEM
model does not.

• Testing Context Viewpoint ontologies. For the testing
need, the reusable model has four applications while the
OOSEM model has only two (handheld and vehicular).

• Test Set-up Viewpoint ontologies. Under one test sched-
ule, the reusable model has two test sets and five test
cases. The OOSEM model has only one test set (func-
tionally corresponding to the effective process set) and
two test cases.

• Test Case Viewpoint ontologies. The reusable model has
process configuration including function and architec-
ture model libraries. The OOSEM model has logical
activities, system context and logical decomposition.
They both have sufficient element to cover the patterns.

TABLE 9: Ontology Coverage.

No. Pattern Viewpoint (Required) Ontology
Element
(Required)

R* O*

1 Context Identification Context 3 2
2 Context Description Focus 1 1
3 Context Description Boundary 1 0
4 Context Description Environment 1 0
5 Element Structure Element 1 1
6 Element Structure Property 1 0
7 Element Structure Behavior 1 0
8 Element Description Description 1 0
9 Testing Context Required System 1 0
10 Testing Context Testing Need 4 2
11 Testing Context Testing Boundary 1 0
12 Test Setup - Structure Test Schedule 1 0
13 Test Setup - Schedule Behavior Test Set 2 1
14 Test Setup - Set Behavior Test Case 5 2
15 Test Case - Behavior Test Behavior 4 4
16 Test Case - Configuration Test Configuration 2 2
17 Test Case - Configuration Testable Element 2 2
18 Test Case - Record Test Record 1 1

*R for reusable model and O for OOSEM model.

Elements in the viewpoint and ontology coverage are
related to the quantities in Equations (1) and (2). All the
OOSEM model items are counted in PME and QME as
they are all developed before the reusable framework is
established. For the reusable model, concepts in the Context
Identification Viewpoints of the reusable model are counted
in PME as it is developed before the reusable framework.
The description and structure viewpoints items are counted
in PMV as they are developed under the reusable framework.
Items for the last three test-related viewpoints are partly from
before the reusable viewpoints so they are counted in both
PME and PMV . Context Identification Viewpoint ontologies
are partly counted in QME as some mission and use cases
are developed before the reusable framework. Test-related
ontologies are counted in both QME and QMO for similar
reasons as for the viewpoints.
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Based on the above analysis, the reusable model and the
OOSEM model has viewpoint coverage 0.82 and 0.545,
respectively. It can be seen the former covers more than 80
percent of the viewpoints while the latter only more than a
half. Similarly, they have ontology coverage of 1.94 and 1.06,
respectively. Please note this metric is more about ‘quantity’
but not ‘percentage’. Thus, the results show that the former
covers the pattern ontologies in a wider and more frequent
way and is thus regarded as better modeling.

B. DEGREE OF REQUIREMENT TRACEABILITY
Traceability metamodel describes how to relate system de-
sign results back to the requirements, as illustrated in Fig.
36. Three traceability relationships are defined. Satisfy re-
lationship represents how architecture block design satisfies
requirements. Refine relationship describes how use cases
refines certain requirements. Verify relationship gives how
test cases verify requirements.

FIGURE 36: Traceability Metamodel.

Generally, architecture design and test procedure contain
more system details than use cases. Thus, satisfy and verify
relationships are mainly considered, which are presented as
satisfy/verify requirement matrix [1].

Satisfy Requirement Matrix consists of:

• Row: items of certain architecture system, which is
the client element of the Satisfy dependency. They are
developed according to the architecture profile of Fig.
12 and are related to the architecture model library in
Fig. 21.

• Column: requirement items that can be the supplier
element of the Satisfy dependency. They are related to
the requirement profile of Fig. 9.

Verify Requirement matrix consists of:

• Row: items of certain test scenario, which is the client
element of the Verify dependency. They are developed
based on the elements in the function model library of
Fig. 20 and corresponds to the process sets of Fig. 18.

• Column: requirement items which can be the supplier
element of the Verify dependency. They are consistent
with the requirement profile of Fig. 9.

Based on these two matrices, traceability is quantified as
follows. Let the number of items of certain architectural sys-
tem or test scenario be NI . Let the number of requirements
be NR. For requirement i, let the number of components
satisfying/verifying this requirement be Ni. The Degree of
Requirement Traceability (DoRT) is defined as

DoRT =
1

NI
·
NR∑
j=1

Nj (13)

Requirements are developed based on the requirement
profile. The same satellite communication network setup as
the case study in VIII-B is applied. Application requirements
include handheld (H) and vehicular (V) communication, data
collection and broadcasting. Function requirements describe
relevant functions of the system including non-real-time (N-
RT), real-time (RT) and emergency (E) communications. All
these items are consistent with the process cases in Fig. 18
which are related to the function model library of Fig. 20 and
are developed based on the function profile of Fig. 10.

Satisfy and verify requirement matrices are presented in
Fig. 37 and Fig. 38, respectively. Similar as the case study set-
up in previous sections, space segment is divided into satellite
network (SN) and access satellite (AS) in Fig. 37. This is
to distinguish functioning parts: SN mainly does information
routing and AS transmits signals between ground users and
the satellite. More on this modeling method can be found in
[3].

FIGURE 37: Satisfy Requirement Matrix.

Tab. 10 gives the degree of requirement traceability cal-
culation for satisfy and verify relationships. UE represents
user equipment and GS is ground station. The architecture
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FIGURE 38: Verify Requirement Matrix.

developed here is consistent with the architecture model
library presented in Fig. 21.

TABLE 10: DoRT Calculation.

DoRT for Satisfy DoRT for Verify
UE 9.33 Handheld Handheld &

Sat-AS1 7.5 Application Other
Sat-AS2 4.67 Only Applications
Sat-SN 9.17

GS 6.33 1.5 3

Considering DoRT for satisfy, the left five numbers in Tab.
10 give the degree of the five parts in the system satisfying
requirements. It can be seen that AS1 and SN have higher
degrees than AS2. This is because AS1 and SN models im-
plement more functions than AS2, which is only considered
in scenarios for different access satellites [35]. UE has the
most DoRT value which is reasonable as communication
applications are mainly connected to various UE types. GS
has a relatively low value as the current requirement set does
not raise many on the ground segment.

It should be noted that to calculate DoRT for verify re-
lationship, test scenarios in the rows are closely connected
to the communication procedure. Therefore, tests covering
more than one requirement should be from the same pro-
cedure. For example, the two non-real-time requirements
service request and data transmission, shown in Fig. 38 as the
two columns of “ServiceReq” and “ServiceData”, are from
the same communication procedure and thus can be covered
with one test case (the first or the second row).

Model reuse is reflected in that different sets of test models
can be combined for various requirements. This is shown
in the two columns of “DoRT for Verify” in Tab. 10 as an
example. The value is 1.5 for handheld applications only and
3.0 for handheld together with other applications. Other com-
binations can also be applied to represent different mission
objectives or user communities.

Remark 1: The maximum value thatNj can take isNI . Thus,
the upper bound DoRT is NR. Then DoRT/NR represents
the percentage of satisfied or verified relationships in the
whole system. However, the separate calculations in Tab. 10
is more practical as they reflects the measurement of each
item design relating to requirements. This will be valuable as
the system is extended or decomposed into subsequent levels.

X. CONCLUSIONS
Reusability for Practical Concerns. When the proposed
framework is used in practice, it can be connected with mod-
els already developed using certain MBSE methodologies.
As shown in Fig. 1, part of the user models have already
been developed based on the OOSEM precedure. Some of
the requirement, function and architecture models are al-
ready been developed and presented using SysML diagrams.
When modelers build reusable models using the framework
presented in this paper, they should firstly make sure the
profiles contain ontologies in the specific domain, such that
the legacy models are semantically within the scope of the
reusable model. Then, the framework of viewpoints can be
built based on Sec. V of this paper. They serve as a complete
framework that a system model development procedure may
include. When model libraries are built based on the patterns,
older models can be classified into their related areas, such as
requirements, functions or architectures. In this way, when
users develop their own models, they will have a number
of readily available models from the library and can also
insert any new models as they like. In addition, the added
models may not be presented in built-in SysML diagrams as
the viewpoint mechanism provides flexibility in expressing
ideas and outputs in their own way.

In conclusion, A SysML-based modeling and simula-
tion approach for satellite network is presented in this pa-
per. Reusability, reconfigurability and efficiency are seen as
three levels of modeling and simulation aims. “Reusability”
achieves the basic modeling and simulation. It is realized
with profiles, model libraries and simulation interface. “Re-
configurability” is the concrete, detailed modeling and sim-
ulation. Based on “reusability” modeling, it is realized via
reconfiguration of parameter features in metamodels and pro-
files and pattern viewpoints. “Efficiency” is concerned with
practical implementation of large-scale framework. This can
be realized via the extension mechanism of the framework
and the design-analysis optimization. Our future plan will
be extending the model to other domains and to subsequent
manufacturing and operational stages such that the reusable
modeling framework can support more domains and con-
tribute to efficient product development.
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